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1. Introduction
Material fragmentation after a hypervelocity impact is of interest to predictive electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR) modeling.
Successful comparisons with data require that submicron fragments are generated in such impacts; however, experimental data
has so far been unable to produce fragments of this scale [e.g., 1-3]. This effort investigated the generation of predicted debris
from hypervelocity impact of a sphere on a flat, semi-infinite plate. It is hypothesized that explicit modeling of grains, especially
in the presence of void and varying grain properties, may lead to differences in predicted strain rates (locally higher) associated
with the grain boundaries. Such an effect may lead to smaller predicted fragments sizes than when using the traditional bulk
modeling approach and may provide improved understanding of fragmentation modeling in hypervelocity impacts. Comparisons
of predicted strain rates at failure (a proxy for fragment size) and material temperature were made between simulations run using
a bulk modeling approach and a mesoscale grain modeling approach.
2. Input development
Computational modeling was performed at Sandia National Laboratories using the shock physics analysis package, CTH [45]. The current investigation was based on a two-dimensional (2D) description of the problem and was comprised of two suites
of simulations. The first suite tested the standard bulk (isotropic, homogeneous) structure and was the nominal case with which
to compare the results of the second study, which explicitly modeled mesoscale grains. The nominal problem design was an
aluminum sphere impacting a semi-infinite, flat aluminum plate target at a velocity of 4 km/s. Each material was modeled with
the SESAME equation of state, a Johnson-Cook strength model, a Johnson-Cook fracture model, and a Grady-Kipp fragmentation
model.
Although the bulk model was developed first, many of the system characteristics (e.g. resolution, problem geometry) were
driven by the expected requirements for the mesoscale model. High resolution through the grains necessitated exceptionally small
simulation domains in order to incorporate the sphere-on-plate geometry. Additionally, the target was designed to be much larger
than the projectile to mitigate edge and boundary effects. The projectile was nominally 7 mm in diameter (500 grains across), and
the total target area was 2.1 cm wide by 4.1 cm deep. To fill the entire target area with grains would be prohibitively expensive.
Thus, a smaller “grains region” of the target was modeled to be 3.5 mm thick and 7 mm wide (14 mm wide when mirrored about
the axis). In the bulk model, this small target area was modeled as a single material that matched the material properties of the
larger surrounding target matrix area. In both cases, the target matrix area was modeled with a single, bulk material.
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3. Bulk model
The bulk model suite simulated a projectile striking a target within a larger target matrix. This model suite enabled the
following studies: resolution, impact velocity, projectile size, and projectile shape. A custom post-processing script produced
histograms and cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for strain rate at failure and material temperature. For brevity, only
histograms will be shown here.
First, an appropriate resolution needed to be defined. For the resolution study, a single projectile size was evaluated across a
range of resolutions from 0.875 to 14.0 µm at the nominal impact velocity of 4 km/s. Convergence occurred for material
temperature but not the strain rate at failure. This result is not surprising as the Grady-Kipp model used here is dependent on
resolution. Rise time of the initial peak in strain rate histograms was chosen as an indication of convergence. Based on these
results, the 3.5 µm was chosen as an acceptable mesh resolution.
Next, the projectile size study assessed the effects of projectile curvature and overall size relative to the domain. Histograms
and CDFs were evaluated at equivalent times for each model. The histogram plots for strain rate at failure and temperature are
shown in Fig. 1 for the projectile. Material temperature was similar between all projectile sizes and appears to be related to
geometry scaling. Conversely, strain rate at failure varied significantly between projectile sizes, with smaller projectiles
manifesting higher strain rates. In the projectile, the histogram of strain rate at failure exhibited a bimodal shape. The distance
between the peaks in each strain rate histogram appears to be at least partially driven by transit time across the object (i.e., by a
characteristic length scale, which is projectile diameter in this case). Strain rate at failure was also recorded in the semi-infinite
target. There, the strong bimodality seen in the projectile was absent, which suggests that the bimodality may be due primarily to
projectile shape. In both the projectile and target, however, onset of the strain rate histogram was related to projectile size.
Three additional simulations tested projectile shape by impacting a cube (face-on), rather than a sphere, into the target at 4
km/s. Results for the projectile are shown in Fig. 2. The lack of bimodality in Fig. 2a is evidence that bimodality is a product of
projectile curvature (as was suggested in the previous projectile size study). A more step-like strain rate at failure histogram was
apparent, especially in the larger cube impacts. The size of the cube, however, did not influence temperature; this result was also
seen in the sphere impacts.
A final set of bulk model simulations explored the effect of increasing impact velocity from the nominal 4 km/s to 6 km/s.
This impact velocity increase resulted in a shift to higher strain rates and temperatures, but overall shape and bimodality (in the
projectile) were not significantly affected. Impact velocity clearly controls temperature in the projectile, although temperature
histograms were nearly unchanged by projectile size for impacts at the same speed.
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Traditional model descriptions within CTH are typically macro-scale and do not include any explicit grain structure
representation. Consequently, a procedure was necessary to model and initialize grains within CTH. A MATLAB Monte Carlo
simulation of 2D grain growth using a Q-state Potts model generated a unit cell of grains. The current configuration allows for
eight different grain types in both the target and projectile (16 total materials). Each grain type was randomly distributed within
the unit cell, and the entire cell was then scaled such that the average grain size was ~14 µm in diameter. The 14 µm size was
estimated from Nakai and Itoh [6], based on the short axis of a characteristic aluminum grain. Finally, this scaled unit cell was
tiled repeatedly to generate the impact geometry (projectile and target grains areas), and the result was written out pixel by pixel
in a form (diatom) that could be read by CTH.

Fig. 2. Projectile shape study results. Histograms for (a) strain rate at failure and (b) material temperature for a face-on cube impacting at 4 km/s.

4. Mesoscale model
In the mesoscale model, the projectile and “grains region” of the target were filled with individual grains, which were described
in CTH as separate materials. Eight grain types were randomly distributed through the projectile by the tile method described in
Section 2. Similarly, eight (separate) grain types were randomly distributed and tiled through the target grains region. The
surrounding target matrix was defined as a single, bulk material. This modeling approach enabled the following studies: fracture
strength distribution, yield strength distribution, and porosity. Because each grain type is a separate material, a separate histogram
and CDF was produced for each grain type. The histograms/CDF results of each grain type were then averaged for ease of
comparison with the isotropic simulation. An initial “consistency case” where all grain types were the modeled as the same
material produced the closest approximation to the bulk simulations and served as the standard of comparison for the rest of the
simulations (Fig. 3, black line).
The first deviation from the consistency case modified fracture strength. Aluminum alloys vary in fracture strength, and so to
simulate this variation in the mesoscale model, a normal distribution of plausible fracture strengths, centered on the fracture
strength of Aluminum 1100 was applied to the grains in both the projectile and the target. Results for this study can be found for
the projectile in Fig. 3 (green line). An increase in the lowest strain rates compared to the grains consistency result was observed,
but the amount of material at higher strain raters remained similar between the two tests. Additionally, temperature remained
largely unchanged between the fracture study results and the consistency result.
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Fig. 1. Projectile size study results. Histograms for (a) strain rate at failure and (b) material temperature for a sphere impacting at 4 km/s.

Another important material property is yield strength. In a process similar to that described above, a distribution of reasonable
yield strength values for aluminum was determined by varying parameters in the Johnson-Cook strength equation [7-8]. This
distribution was then incorporated into the grain-type materials of both the target and the projectile. Results indicate that changing
the strength of the grains reduced the amount of lower strain rates of failure that were produced, but it did not have a substantial
effect on higher strain rates at failure or material temperature (Fig. 3, blue line).
Finally, the last suite of simulations explored the role of porosity (void space) in the grain structure. To test the upper bounds
of porosity effects, all grains of a single grain-type were removed from the calculation. The resulting void space caused interfaces
between grains that allowed several sets of shock and rarefaction waves to pass through the grains. Such behavior dampened the
overall shockwave but resulted in locally higher strain rates at failure and material temperatures. This local increase in both
parameters resulted in substantial deviation from the grains consistency study (Fig. 3, purple line). The strain rate at failure
histogram nearly lost its bimodal shape in the projectile and shifted to higher strain rates in both the projectile and the target. This
shift indicates that the projectile size was no longer the dominant property controlling the strain rate at failure. Instead, individual
grains became more important.
5. Summary
This work compared the effects of modeling grain structure in hypervelocity impact simulations. Comparisons of strain rate
at failure (fragment size) and material temperature were made between a suite of simulations performed with the standard bulk
modeling structure and one in which individual grains were modeled. Smaller fragments or higher temperatures are needed to
match EO/IR signatures from observed impacts. Results from the various studies described herein indicate that strain rate at
failure is influenced primarily by projectile size, impact velocity, and material porosity. Material temperature is predominantly
influenced by impact velocity and porosity; not by projectile size. Changes to the material properties within grains tended to
affect lower strain rates only, but material interfaces (here, manifested as material porosity) drastically increased strain rate at
failure and material temperatures. Higher strain rates are likely to produce smaller debris fragments, which, along with hot debris
may help provide evidence supporting the generation of sub-micron fragments currently required by many EO/IR predictive
models to successfully compare with observed hypervelocity impacts. Future work will focus on extending the study to three
dimensions, assessing more realistic grain aspect ratios, and simulating other types of interfaces such as inclusions and
dislocations.
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Fig. 3. Summary of mesoscale study results. Histograms for (a) strain rate at failure and (b) material temperature for a sphere impacting at 4 km/s. The
insertion of material interfaces (through void) drastically increases strain rate at failure and material temperature.
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